Compound Word in Harry Potter Novel *The Goblet Of Fire*
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**Abstract**  
This study is aimed at analyzing types and meanings of the compound words in Harry Potter’s: Goblet of Fire. The data were taken using documentation method and note-taking technique. Qualitative method was applied to analyze the data. The theory that was used in identifying the types of compound words is the theory of compound proposed by Lieber (2009). The results showed that there are three types of compound words found in the Harry Potter’s Novel, they are; attributive compound, coordinative compound, and subordinative compound. Based on the second problem, about the analysis of meaning, most of compound words has the general meaning or meaning just like in the dictionary, on the other hand a few compound words are constructed differently in Harry Potter’s novel.
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**INTRODUCTION**  
Morphology is a linguistic branch that discusses word formation on the use and construction within an utterance context, (Sidupa, 2015). It studies about how the words are built up from the smallest pieces (Rahayu, 2016). It is a study that focuses on how words are formed or constructed. In morphology, there is a process which is called morphological process that plays the most important role to create a new word (Yanti, 2018). Many languages can form words with a process called compounding. A word itself has a meaning which can be grammatically simple and complex. The simple word is the smallest word only consisting of one single morpheme that has a meaning. While, complex word is word that has internal structure that can be derived into smaller part, while the simple word is the smallest word only consisting of one single morpheme that has a meaning, (Rumiyanti,
Compound words are words consisting of two or (more) base, roots, and stems. (Lieber, 2009: 43). Compounding has been at the center of interest years and several aspects, compounding as a universal process has been a controversial issue, (Ralli, 2013). Many of the new terms are formed by combining two or more existing words to create new meaning, (Indartoro, 2015). Compound word consists of addition of stem in which a word is formed by the combination of two independent words, (Wibowo, 2014). Compounding is also notable for its great productivity, (Séaghdha, 2008). Many new words are formed from compound words. The creations of compound words depend on the creativity that language users have chosen. (Turangan, 2017). In arrange to induce understanding approximately the subject, there are a few past ponders almost morphology, word arrangement, and compound words and those were portrayed and considered having connection to this consider, (Noumianty, 2016). One of those interesting aspects is morphology as it observes the word formation which includes the ways new words are coined in the languages of the world, (Budiarta, 2016). The data were collected by using documentation method, then analyzed the data using qualitative method, and present the analysis by using formal and informal method, (Isnaini, 2019; Angga, 2018; Deleger, 2009).

MATERIAL AND METHOD

The data of this research was taken from Harry Potter Novel *The Goblet Of Fire*. Harry Potter is a series of fantasy novels written by British Author J.K Rowling. The book was released on 8 July 2000. Goblet of Fire was the first book of the Harry Potter series released in the US. The novel has 734 pages. The novel tells the story of a tournament held by the Hogwarts School of magic that hosts by inviting two other schools to tighten the fraternity between these three schools, but at the end of the story one of the participants who came from Hogwarts School of magic died that is Cedric, who was a friend of Harry Potter. The book gained great attention after there was a pre-publication leak from Rowling saying that one of the figures would be killed in the book. The reason of choosing this novel as the data, because this novel is a great popular. This novel has a considerable reader. Beside that this novel also has many compound words and the writer really likes to play words and combine them into new words. The method of collecting data in this study was documentation method. There are several kind of technique in documentation such as, note taking, capturing picture, and recording. Note taking is suitable for this kind of research because the data is in a form of a novel.

The data were collected by using documentation method, then analyzed the data using qualitative method, and present the analysis by using formal and informal method.

THEORETICAL BASIS

Literature Review

There are jurnal articles that has been reviewed are related to compound words. Morphology is learning about morpheme and morpheme is the element of language that have meaning and also support the meaning, (Yusuf, 2017; Haryati, 2014). Compound words are one of the elements found in the field of morphology, (Ihsan, 2019). In English, when the compound word builds up, not only the types of compound words which are varied but also their meanings, it might have confused people who are not native speaker. Language also has meaning. Language makes people understand each statement, (Nur, 2016). Language is a tool of communication to send ideas, feeling, and message, (Cahyanti, 2016; Rosa, 2012).

In linguistic it is a process of word formation that is very productive in which two or more words are combined into a new word, (Sari, 2013). Compounding is one of the processes in language formation, (Hadiati, 2011). Compound words employed a productive role in this language, (Fan, 2014). This study was relevant to be reviewed in order to give a better understanding about concept of compound word, since it also explained
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In compound words, there some ways to identify a compound word such as: first, the stress pattern of the compound word is usually different from the stress pattern in the phrase composed of the same words in the same order. It means that the main stress of in the phrase is on the last word. While this pattern does not apply to all compounds, it is so generally true that it provides a very useful test. The first discussion in this data is classifying the types of compound words found in Harry Potter’s Novel. There are three types of compound words in Lieber (2009) theory such as:

**Attributive Compound**

In attributive compound the non-head acts as a head modifier in an attributive compound.

**Data 1.**
The usual large amount of beads, chains, and bangles glittered upon her person in the *firelight*.

Compound *firelight* is formed by two words including *fire* and *light*. They are free morphemes that belong to the same word category that is noun, and they can stand alone as a word. The construction of the compound is shown by tree diagram below:

```
  N
 / \  
N   N
 /   
N    N
Fire light
```

Furthermore, the word *firelight* could also be included in endocentric variation because in endocentric, the referent of the compound is the same as the referent of the head. Therefore, *firelight* is a kind of light.

Semantically, the meaning of the compound can be interpreted by identifying the modification done by non-head towards the head. Non-head *fire* modifies the meaning of *light*. The relationship lying between those two is that *fire* is the source of the *light*. Thus, the compound *firelight* means the light of a fire.

**Data 2.**
Crouch being an important Ministry member, he and his wife were allowed a *deathbed* visit

Compound *deathbed* is formed by two words including *death* and *bed*. They are free morphemes that belong to the same word category that is noun, and they can stand alone as a word. The construction of the compound is shown by tree diagram below:

```
  N
 / \  
N   N
 /   
N    N
death bed
```

Furthermore, the word *deathbed* is defined as the attributive compound because the first element could express just about any relationship with the head or the second element. The word *death* as the non-head of this attributive modifies the word *bed* as the head.

The word *deathbed* could also be included in endocentric variation because in endocentric, the referent of the compound is the same as the referent of the head. Therefore, *deathbed* is a kind of bed.

Semantically, the meaning of the compound can be interpreted by identifying the modification done by non-head towards the head. Non-head *death* modifies the meaning of *bed*. The relationship lying between those two is that *death* is the source...
of the bed. Thus, the compound deathbed means a bed on which dead person lies.

**Coordinative Compound**

The first element of the compound does not alter the second in coordinative compounds; instead, the two have equal weight.

**Data 1.**

Harry stared out of the window at the inky blue-black sky.

Compound blue-black is formed by two words including blue and black. They are free morphemes that belong to the same word category that is adjective, and they can stand alone as a word. The construction of the compound is shown by tree diagram below:

```
  Blue-black
     /     \
  ADJ     ADJ
  blue    black
```

Furthermore, the word blue-black is defined as the coordinative compound because the first element stands equally with the second element. The word wizard–Muggle could be included in exocentric when the referent of the compound as a whole is not the referent of the head. Thus, wizard-muggle is equally a wizard and a muggle.

Semantically, the meaning of the compound wizard-muggle can be interpreted by relate the meaning of both elements. As both elements have equal weight in meaning, this compound wizard-muggle means the equally a wizard and a muggle.

**Subordinative Compound**

One element is interpreted as the argument of the other in subordinative compounds, usually as its object. Subordinative compounds are interpreted in a very specific way; that is, the first element of the compound is interpreted as the object of the verb that forms the basis of the de-verbal noun.

**Data 1.**

Hate mail continued to arrive for Hermione over the following week, and although she followed Hagrid's advice and stopped opening it, several of her ill-wishers sent Howlers.

Compound ill-wishers is formed by two words including ill and wishers. They are free morphemes belonging to the same word category that is noun, and they can stand alone as a word. The construction of the compound is shown by tree diagram below:
Furthermore, the word ill-wishers are defined as a subordinative compound because the non-head element acts as the argument of the head. The word ill as the non-head of this subordinative acts as the object of the word wishers as the head.

The word ill-wishers could also be included in endocentric variation because in endocentric, the referent of the compound is the same as the referent of the head. Therefore, ill-wishers is a kind of wisher.

Semantically, the meaning of the compound can be interpreted by identifying what kind of argument the non-head is. Non-head ill is the object of wishers. The relationship lying between those two is that ill is what the wishers want to happen. Thus, the compound ill-wishers mean a group of wisher that want ill to happen to someone.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the foregoing discussions it can be concluded that there are three types of compound word found in Harry Potter Novel which are attributive compound, coordinative compound and subordinative compound. Based on the research attributive compound found are ten words. Meanwhile, in coordinative compound found are ten word, and for the subordinative compound that found ten words. Then, it is followed by the type of compound that often occurred in the data of Harry Potter’s Novel because there are many English compound words of which the elements come from Lieber (2009).
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